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For every person, for every personality, there is an Armstrong floor.TM

Laminate - Nature’s Gallery®: Colonial BrickTM, Brick Red L6541ArmstrongTM  Hardwood Flooring - Heritage ClassicsTM Collection: Maple Copper Canyon HCM411CX2



Which floor 
is right for you?
Never underestimate the power of a floor — 
it helps set the tone for the character of your entire
home. Armstrong has been providing beautiful,
long-lasting floors for your home for over a century. 

Armstrong, the brand you know and trust, 
offers thousands of flooring designs across many
different flooring materials. Finding just the right
floor from this wide selection can be confusing.
For example, today’s popular wood look is available
on many types of high quality ArmstrongTM flooring.
The best choice for an active household with kids
and pets might be a hardwood look in laminate
or vinyl.

So, how do you choose? Armstrong developed 
this easy-to-use guide to help you understand
things you should consider before purchasing 
your floor. You’ll find information on design, lifestyle,
performance, flooring installation and budget.
And, this book is just the beginning. To find out
even more, go to armstrong.com/qa.

Rest assured, no matter what type of floor you 
are considering, Armstrong brings you the best
designs, technology and quality. 

Look for the QA symbol throughout this brochure 
for tips about making your flooring decisions.
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Typical Warranties: Different floor types are warranted for different physical aspects, and for different lengths of time. 
Armstrong warranties are the most comprehensive in the flooring industry. 

Life Expectancy: Some floors, such as hardwood and ceramic, may last a lifetime if properly maintained; others such as laminate 
may last for 15 - 30 years; while others, such as vinyl tile may only last for a few years.

Child & Pet Friendly: Do you have an active household? Some floor types are better than others at standing up to traffic, 
resisting pet nails and liquid spills, and for cushioning joints and elbows. Vinyl sheet and vinyl tile are excellent choices for
homes with kids and critters.

Care & Maintenance: Today's floors offer easy maintenance to keep them good-looking over time. Some are easier to care for 
than others with nothing more than simple vacuuming and mopping, while some require periodic refinishing. Laminate and vinyl
sheet are two of the easiest floors to care for. 

Installation Methods: Nails, staples, glue, locking or interlocking? The method depends on the type of floor, and the subfloor 
it is being installed over. Some engineered hardwood and laminate floors install via tongue and groove locking, which requires 
no glue between the pieces or to the subfloor below.  

Grade Levels & Special Requirements: Your home has many grade (ground) levels: below, on, and above. While many floors 
can be installed on any grade level, others are not usually recommended for installation below grade, where moisture can be a 
problem. Solid wood, for example, is generally not recommended for below grade installations.

DIY Rating: Are you a do-it-yourselfer? Installing a floor in your home yourself can save money and be a rewarding 
self-accomplishment. Some floors are very easy to install, especially vinyl tile and interlocking laminate. Others, including 
ceramic and linoleum, are best left to a professional. 

Lifestyle & Performance

Design Considerations

Flooring Considerations

Installation Considerations

Appearance: What "look" do you want? Our wide array of floors have inspiring looks that range from natural images to 
original graphic designs. You can also get the same look, such as a wood or stone visual, across different floor types including
laminate and vinyl. 
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Location Considerations

Budget Considerations

Design
Considerations

Lifestyle &
Performance

Installation
Considerations

Budget 
Considerations

The Armstrong 
Difference

Find answers to all your flooring questions at armstrong.com/qa and click on “Compare Floors”.

armstrong.com/qa
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Full Bathroom: A full bathroom (toilet, sink, and shower, tub or spa) needs a floor that can stand up to temperature and 
humidity fluctuations, and pooling liquids. Vinyl sheet floors are perfect for these rooms, while others, such as laminate and 
hardwood, may have special considerations. 

Half Bathroom: Many floors may be used successfully in half baths (no bathing facilities). However, care needs to be taken to
guard against pooling liquids, which can damage the floors or their seams. 

Below Grade (Basement): Many floors, including engineered hardwood, can be installed in basements, providing the moisture
content is not too high. 

Product Cost: Are you looking for an economical floor, or is the sky the limit for your dream floor? Armstrong has the perfect 
floor for your design ideas and your pocketbook. 

Installation Cost: Installing your floor, whether you're a DIYer or hiring a professional, must be factored into the cost of your 
project. Some require more skill and materials than others. An Armstrong Certified Installer can provide an accurate installed 
cost estimate.

Increases Perceived Home Value: Any new floor is a wise investment in your home's beauty. However, some add more monetary
value to your property than others. In general, natural materials, including hardwood and ceramic, add the most value.    



Hardwood

There’s just something about a natural hardwood floor. Like an historic oak tree 
gracing your home’s exterior, a wood floor anchors a room, giving it an air of permanence
and importance.

“Wood flooring always speaks of earnestness,
quality, warmth and longevity. It gives me the
impression that the foundation of the space is
sound, strong and firm.”

Deborah Buck
Interior Decorator
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Solid or engineered hardwoods are not the best choice for a full bathroom due to the 
frequent fluctuations in humidity and the potential for pooling water, which can cause 
hardwood floors to buckle or warp.
Solid or engineered hardwoods can be used in a half-bath. 
Engineered hardwood is usually the only type of hardwood flooring that is recommended 
for use below grade, making it an option for basements. In some dry regions of the country,
solid hardwood can be used below grade over concrete. Check with your installer first.

•

•
•

Where Can I Use Hardwood?
Versatile hardwood floors look and perform great in virtually every room of your home, with a few important exceptions. 

Where Installed

Subfloor

How Installed

On or Above Grade On or Above Grade Below, On, or Above Grade

Wood Wood, Concrete or Existing
Floor (except carpet)

Wood, Concrete or Existing
Floor (except carpet)

Nail Staple or Glue
Glue, Staple or Float;

Glue Needed

Solid 3/4" Thick Profile Solid 5/16" Thin Profile Engineered - StandardFeatures

Wood, Concrete or Existing Floor
(except carpet)

Locking; No Glue Required

Below, On, or Above Grade

Installation Options
The width, thickness and construction of hardwood boards determine how and where they can be installed. 
The following chart illustrates the choices. 

For more information visit armstrong.com/qa and view our complete flooring education guide.

Engineered - Interlock Floating



Robbins® - Artesian ClassicsTM: Color Wash Cherry Amberwood 0557AW 7

A strong presenceHardwood



Design Excellence
• World-class collection of wood species and hundreds of colors.
• Options that span all price points from standard to premium.
• Select your preference, from least to most board-to-board color variation, to suit your taste and your décor.
• Surface textures that accent your floor with a custom, handcrafted look. 
• From lustrous to low-key, Armstrong has a variety of finishes that complement each species

inherent characteristics. 
• A selection of edge and end detail. 

Installation Excellence
• Install on all grade levels.
• More DIY options. 
• Specially formulated installation products such as moisture barriers and adhesives.
• For non-DIYer’s, Armstrong Certified Installers are highly trained professionals who stand behind their work,

for your peace of mind.

Performance Excellence
• Rigorous testing and quality checks are the best in the industry. 
• State-of-the-art finishes designed to preserve the natural wood beauty for years.
• We stand behind our product, with some of the best warranties in the business.      
• Armstrong specially formulated hardwood floor care products keep your floor looking its best.

The ArmstrongTM Hardwood Difference For more information 
visit armstrong.com
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Consider the species of wood — every type of tree has a unique grain that can 
have a big impact on the look of the floor. The color of the stain is also important.TIP

D E S I G N

a) Protective finish: Urethane and polyurethane 
coatings designed to protect the natural wood beauty
for years. Factory finishes containing aluminum oxide
offer the most protection against scuffs and scratches.

b) Solid wood: One piece of 100% natural, 
solid hardwood, milled from lumber.

Prefinished Solid Hardwood 
Flooring Construction

100% Genuine Hardwood

Appearance Improves with Age

Long Lasting

Great Investment

Can be Re-Coated

Easy Care & Maintenance

May Scratch

Limited Below Grade Installation

Full Bath Installation Not Usually Recommended

Transition Height to Other Floors May be Different

•

•

•

•

Considerations

Pros

Hevea (Rubberwood) Cocoa
EL5HV38COLG

Maple Antique Cashew
GCM452ACLG

Brazilian Ruby Ironwood Natural
BR422NA

Pangali Ironwood Natural 
VC422NA

Maple Antique Natural
HCH411AN

Walnut Natural 5535WANA

Quick Reference 
Pros and Considerations

a

b

Visit armstrong.com to see hundreds of hardwood products.

•

•

•

•

•
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Hardwood Design

"When selecting your next floor, consider 
using a dark color hardwood or a species
stained a dark color. A dark-colored floor can
bring a warmth and richness to your room, and
when used with light colored backgrounds and
the proper furniture placement, can actually
make a room look larger." 

Larry Burns 
Interior Designer
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Square EasedMicrobeveled Beveled

Width
Hardwood flooring is commonly described by board width. Strips are less than three 
inches wide. Planks are three inches or wider. The width of individual boards has a dramatic 
influence on the installed look of the floor. Wide widths can complement a large room, 
but overwhelm a small area. Select the look you like best and that harmonizes with the style
and architecture of your home.

Brazilian Cherry
Mahogany

Hickory/Pecan
Hard Maple

White Oak
Ash

Beech
Red Oak

Birch
Heart Pine

Walnut
Teak

Cherry
Pine

Ranked by Janka Hardness Rating

Hardness Species
Species influences appearance and durability. Not all species of hardwood are equally hard. 
If your floor is likely to take a lot of abuse, consider oak, maple, or ash, for extra durability. 
For appearance, traditional oak has pronounced variations in grain and shade, while maple’s 
grain is cleaner and more understated. Today, there are many exotic species available, such 
as lapacho, tigerwood, and Brazilian cherry, that have a distinctive combination of origin, 
color and surface characteristics.  

Edge Detail
The way the edges and the ends of the boards are cut is called edge/end detail. Edge/end detail options include
square, eased, microbeveled and beveled. If you are looking for a dramatic effect, select a beveled edge/end detail
that emphasizes the definition of individual boards. Square edges/ends create a smooth and seamless appearance
and give a prefinished floor the look commonly found in traditional site-finished floors.



Beauty that is warm and inviting

ArmstrongTM Hardwood Flooring - Century FarmTM Hand-Sculpted Collection Walnut: Allspice GCW452ALLG 11

Hardwood



Threshold T-Molding Stair Nose Reducer Strip Quarter Round

Hardwood Trim and Moldings
Coordinated hardwood trim and moldings are available from quality hardwood flooring manufacturers to add the finishing
touch. Make sure your installation estimate includes the materials and labor costs for all needed trim and moldings ----  
such as quarter-round moldings where the floor meets the baseboard, end moldings at sliding glass doors or toe kicks,
reducer strips that transition to adjoining floors, and nose moldings on stair treads.
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Installing a floor with the boards running across the width or on the diagonal of 
a narrow room can create a more spacious appearance.TIP

D E S I G N

a) Protective finish: Urethane and polyurethane 
coatings designed to protect the natural wood beauty
for years. Factory finishes containing aluminum oxide
offer the most protection against scuffs and scratches.

b) Top layer: 1/16" to 1/6" thick layer of wood. 
This is the species, grain and color you see when 
the floor is installed.

c) Supporting layers: Multiple layers --- or plies ---
of wood that are assembled and glued in a cross-ply
construction. This structure is more stable and 
less susceptible to shrinking and expanding than
solid wood.

Prefinished Engineered Hardwood 
Flooring Construction

100% Genuine Hardwood
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For more information visit armstrong.com/qa and view our complete flooring education guide.

Keep in Mind
• Prefinished floors are warranted for a longer time period than site-finished floors.  
• Thin profile solid hardwood (5/16" thick) can only be fully sanded and refinished once, 

but it can be recoated multiple times.

Finish
The combination of hardwood’s natural durability and today’s high-performance urethane finishes means hardwood
flooring will stand up to the punishment of active families, and still keep its beauty. Many manufacturers offer 
extra-tough urethane finishes containing aluminum oxide additives applied at the factory. They maintain their luster
for years, without the need for waxing or refinishing.

Color
The species natural color and the stain applied to the wood create a wide spectrum of color options. Color may
darken or change over time when exposed to direct sunlight. This is especially true for tropical exotics such as
tauri, jatoba (Brazilian cherry), and tigerwood. Your home’s lighting also affects the color you see, so be sure to ask
your retailer for samples to view in your home before making your final selection.

Gloss
The gloss level of hardwood flooring does not affect its durability or performance, so your choice of high gloss
or low gloss is a matter of personal preference. Low gloss floors tend to hide the appearance of minor surface
scratches that occur over time. Conversely, higher gloss floors can make scratches look more obvious.

Style and Texture
Whether your taste is rustic, traditional or contemporary, today’s hardwood flooring manufacturers offer a wide
variety of styles and surface textures to meet your needs. Before making your final selection, explore the many
looks available, from a smooth surface that provides a sleek, sophisticated, more contemporary look, to a
hand-scraped surface that creates a more rustic and casual look.

a

b

c

Design
Considerations

Lifestyle &
Performance

Installation
Considerations

Budget 
Considerations

The Armstrong 
Difference



Laminate

Laminate allows you to get the look and feel of rare, exotic wood or expensive stone at 
a fraction of the cost, with no natural material drawbacks. Its uncanny ability to visually 
replicate the look of wood, stone, brick and ceramic is possible due to highly detailed 
photography of the genuine material. The image is coupled with advanced embossing 
that adds realistic texture to the floor surface.  

“In order to achieve a total, cohesive 
environment, your choice of flooring, or a floor
color, should be based on all of the other
elements in the space. To make a space look
bigger, I would match the color of the flooring
to the color of the walls, to create continuity
throughout the space.”

Vicente Wolf
Interior Designer / Photographer

Where Can I Use Laminate?
Laminate can be used in any room of the house, below, on or above grade level. Laminate
floors do have some sensitivity to excessive moisture, so if you plan on using laminate in a
bathroom, you’ll need to take special precautions. 

For more information visit armstrong.com/qa and view our complete flooring education guide.

Keep in Mind
• Laminate, unlike hardwood flooring, cannot be refinished or recoated. 
• Laminate flooring is extremely durable and far less apt to scratch than wood.
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Budget 
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Nature’s GalleryTM - ExoticsTM: Santos Mahogany L6551 15

The Ultimate CopycatLaminate



Design Excellence
• MasterWorks Technology®: Award-winning printing technology creates stunningly realistic-looking

floor designs. 
• Embossed-in-Register (EIR): Realistic embossing that intensifies depth, texture and the natural look of

the floor by aligning the embossing with the printed design. 
• Design Awards: Our Nature’s Gallery®, American Duet™ and Pacific Heights™ floors have won ADEX

awards for design excellence from Design Journal magazine.  

Installation Excellence 
• ArmaLock® Installation System: The strongest locking system in the industry, with a locking strength

of 670 pounds per linear foot; guaranteed to not unlock at the seams for 20 to 30 years. Install your new
laminate floor without glue ---  seams lock in place for a tight fit. 

• Lock & Fold™:  A simple two-step process that makes fitting boards together even quicker and easier. 
• Matching Accessories:  More coordinated trim and moldings than any other manufacturer. 
• For non-DIYer’s, Armstrong Certified Installers are highly trained professionals who stand behind their

work, for your peace of mind.

Performance Excellence
• VisionGuard™: An easy to clean surface that protects the floor from stains, fading, or wear;

resists scuffs in normal household use. 
• HydraCore™: Superior performing inner core that resists surface spills or moisture from the subfloor.

It eliminates the need to acclimate flooring to room temperature and humidity. You can install your
Armstrong laminate floor the same day you purchase it. 

• Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval: Recognition of the brand’s high level of quality, on many of
our laminate products.

• Guaranteed Warranty Protection: Armstrong stands behind its products with one of the most
comprehensive warranties in the business.  

• Maintenance Products: Armstrong specially formulated cleaning and maintenance aids keep your
laminate floor looking its best.

The ArmstrongTM Laminate Difference
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For more information 
visit armstrong.com

Realistic
Embossing



Coordinated wall base, trim pieces and transitions can enhance the floor’s visual effect.
Use thick, decorative installation accessories to create a sense of age or elegance.TIP

D E S I G N

a

b

c

d

a) Wear layer: This easy-to-clean surface contains
aluminum oxide that protects the floor from stains,
fading and wear. 

b) Image design layer: A photographic image of
wood, stone, or virtually anything you can imagine.

c) Inner core layer: The core provides the floor’s
structural strength and stability. It is made from 
high-density fiberboard (HDF). 

d) Backing layer: Found beneath the inner core, 
the backing is made with resin saturated paper.  
It creates a moisture barrier that protects the floor
from warping. 

Laminate Flooring Construction

Ultra Realistic Designs

Long Lasting 

DIY Friendly 

Easy Area-to-Area Transitions 

Child and Pet Friendly 

Environmentally Responsible --- FloorScoreTM Certified
FloorScore™ is a registered trademark of the Resilient Floor Covering Institute.

Cannot be Refinished

Shorter Life Expectancy than Natural Products 
(15 - 30 years)

“Hollow” Sound if Not Installed with 
Correct Underlayment

Adds Less Value to Your Home than 
Natural Products

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Considerations

Pros
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Carmona StoneTM L6546

American DuetTM L6523

Santos Mahogany L6551

Colonial BrickTM L6541Yorkshire Walnut L6550

Castilian BlockTM L6543

Quick Reference 
Pros and Considerations

Visit armstrong.com to see hundreds of laminate products.



Vinyl Sheet

If you haven’t looked at vinyl sheet lately, you will be amazed by what you see! Thanks to
state-of-the-art print and embossing technology, vinyl can replicate both the look and texture
of natural materials such as hardwood, limestone, slate and ceramic. Vinyl can also convey
original graphic designs that range from traditional to contemporary. 

Vinyl is one of the easiest floors to live with, requiring a minimum of maintenance. Its soft,
cushy feel is easy to stand on, kind to backs and knees, and forgiving when objects are
dropped. Best of all, vinyl is one of the most economical flooring choices you can make 
for your home.

“The right floor can make or break a room. 
It is as important as wall color and shouldn’t be
an afterthought. It’s a place to add color and
pattern. Don’t be afraid to try something new.”

Cynthia Rowley 
Fashion Designer

For more information visit armstrong.com/qa and view our complete flooring education guide.

Keep in Mind
• Thinner vinyl is more susceptible to gouging and other durability problems. Thicker vinyl is 

a better choice for performance in high-traffic areas.

18

Where Can I Use Vinyl Sheet?
Vinyl can be used anywhere in your home. It’s a good choice for high traffic areas such 
as playrooms, and wet areas including bathrooms, kitchens and laundry rooms. It can be 
installed below grade level, making it a good choice for basements.  

Design
Considerations

Lifestyle &
Performance

Installation
Considerations

Budget 
Considerations

The Armstrong 
Difference



Natural FusionTM - Shadow CanyonTM: Natural Slate X3071 19

A great source of inspirationVinyl Sheet



Design a Room:
Visualize how your product selections will look
in a variety of designer room scenes.

Shop by Room:
Get inspired! View hundreds of rooms by 
type, style, and product.

Order Samples:
Request floor samples online to see how your
selection fits in your own home and coordinates
with your décor.

Store Locator:
Find a local store that carries your product,
flooring buyers guides and provides Armstrong
Certified Installers.

Flooring Comparison Tool:
Decide what type of flooring is best for you. 

armstrong.com

Here are a few of the 
easy and fun tools you’ll
find at armstrong.com

20

Easy & Fun Web Tools



Visit armstrong.com to get your copy

The room makeover tool that lets
you envision your new room using 
your own photos!

DRAW
Surfaces in your 
photo where you want
to envision new 
products.

EXPLORE
Design combinations ---
change flooring, 
cabinets, ceilings and
paint in your room.

1 2 3SELECT A PHOTO
Pick from the dozens of 
choices or upload your own 
digital photo. 

21
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For more information 
visit armstrong.com

Design Excellence
• MasterWorks Technology®: Award-winning printing technology creates stunningly realistic-looking

floor designs. 
• MasterWorks with VTx™ Technology : A patent-pending, advanced technique for the most realistic

floor designs plus a natural-feeling texture. 
• Design Awards: Our MasterWorks Technology products have earned ADEX awards for design

excellence from Design Journal magazine. Our new NATURAL FUSION™ floor has earned
Home Magazine’s annual kitchen and bath award for innovation. We’ve won print industry awards from
the same professionals who judge magazines like National Geographic. The Gravure Association of
America has awarded Armstrong vinyl flooring the Golden Cylinder Award two years in a row.

Installation Excellence
• Specially formulated Armstrong adhesives ensure a quality installation.
• For non-DIYer’s, Armstrong Certified Installers are highly trained professionals who stand behind their

work, for your peace of mind.

Performance Excellence
• CleanSweep®: Our enhanced patented wear layer offers best-in-class stain protection. CleanSweep

guards against common household stains, traffic stains including asphalt driveway sealer, and stains
from rubber-backed mats.

• CleanSweep Plus: Offers the stain resistance of CleanSweep plus protection from scratching and
scuffing. We add the same material used in bulletproof glass and fighter plane windows ---
polycarbonate-fused aluminum oxide nano particles ---  to the wear layer to create this added protection.

• ToughGuard®: These are the most durable vinyl floors available, guaranteed not to rip, tear, gouge or
indent from normal household use, for the life of the warranty.

• Guaranteed Warranty Protection: Armstrong stands behind its products with one of the most
comprehensive warranties in the business.  

• Maintenance Products: Armstrong specially formulated cleaners keep your Armstrong vinyl floor looking
its best with no dulling film or chemicals that can damage your floor’s surface.

The ArmstrongTM Vinyl Sheet Difference



Contemporary vinyl designs show off the clean, sleek lines of modern décor. Even white 
and light colors are easy to maintain with sweeping and occasional damp mopping.TIP

D E S I G N

a) Protective top coat: Urethane or other 
high-performance top coats which make the product
easy to clean and resist scratches and scuffs.

b) Protective clear vinyl layer: Adds durability and
helps protect against rips, tears and gouges. 
The thicker this layer, the better the performance. 

c) Printed cushion design layer: The rotogravure
printing process offers an unlimited range of patterns
and designs, including very realistic interpretations of 
natural materials. 

d) Felt: Felt bottom layer that adheres to the subfloor.
or 
d) Fiberglass: Web adhered to cushiony backing that
offers softness and additional installation options.

Vinyl Sheet Flooring Construction

Considerations

Pros
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GuinevereTM X3041

Beijing SlateTM  X3034

Old CountryTM Natural 64520

TwinkleTM Constellation Green
95550

MesitaTM Colonial Red 95081

CottingtonTM 95583

Quick Reference 
Pros and Considerations a

b

c

d

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Visit armstrong.com to see hundreds of vinyl sheet products.

Broadest Range of Colors and Designs 

A Great Buy

Underfoot Comfort and Resilience

Low Maintenance

Water Resistant

Install Anywhere

Virtually Seamless

Environmentally Responsible --- FloorScoreTM Certified
FloorScore™ is a registered trademark of the Resilient Floor Covering Institute.

Adds Less Value to Your Home than Natural Products

Easier to Rip or Gouge than Natural Materials

Not as DIY-Friendly as Other Flooring 
(laminate, glueless vinyl tile)

Must Allow for Expansion and Contraction

•

•

•

•



Vinyl Tile

“The floor is not only one of the most important
focal points but also the anchor in each room of
your home. Depending on your decorating style
--- whether adventurous, romantic, or serene ---
choose a floor covering that works with the rest
of your space. For instance, a serene room may
utilize a clean, ceramic tile, an adventurous room
may incorporate interesting textures on laminate,
or a romantic room might marry hardwood 
with a pretty rug.”

Chris Madden
Designer / Author 

For more information visit armstrong.com/qa and view our complete flooring education guide.

Keep in Mind
• Vinyl tile, unlike vinyl sheet, is relatively easy to replace if a tile becomes damaged.
• Peel 'n stick self adhesive and glueless (adhesive tabs or spray adhesive) tiles are excellent DIY 

projects and can save you money.

24

Of all flooring options, vinyl tile stands out as the easiest to install and the most economical.
Vinyl tile is available in a multitude of designs, including looks that simulate natural materials
such as wood, stone, and ceramic tile. The wide variety of solid colors and graphic patterns
that only vinyl can achieve will complement any style of décor.  

In addition to different-sized squares, vinyl tile is also sold in luxury vinyl tile plank shapes 
to replicate the look of hardwood flooring.  

Where Can I Use Vinyl Tile?
Vinyl tile can be used anywhere in your home, including below grade level bathrooms and 
basements. Take extra care in bathroom installations to promptly wipe up moisture and pooling
water, which might soak into the seams and damage the floor substrate. Like sheet vinyl, vinyl
tile should not be used on stairs.

Design
Considerations

Lifestyle &
Performance

Installation
Considerations

Budget 
Considerations

The Armstrong 
Difference



ArmstrongTM MODeTM Flooring - Stones: Dakota SandstoneTM Mocha D4200, MakaluTM Cappuccino D4631 25

Beyond the practicalVinyl Tile
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Design Excellence
• MasterWorks Technology®: Award-winning printing technology creates stunningly realistic-looking

floor designs. 
• Color Consistency: Our state-of-the art manufacturing and quality inspection system eliminates color

variations and pattern irregularities in every die lot and in every box of tile.  
• New MIYOTM: Oversized tile sizes and styles. These glueless tiles feature exciting, contemporary designs

and colors in oversized dimensions for creating and installing unique floors.

Installation Excellence
• Three Easy Installation Options:

1) New MIYO QuickTac™ Installation System includes glueless tile, your choice of adhesive tabs or spray
adhesive, and premarked underlayment with grid lines. This very DIY-friendly system allows for easy
down/easy up installations. (See MIYO on armstrong.com)
2) Peel ‘n stick self adhesive tile (no glue needed).
3) Full-spread (glue needed).

• Specially formulated subfloor preparation aids and adhesives ensure a quality installation.
• For non-DIYer’s, Armstrong Certified Installers are highly trained professionals who stand behind their

work, for your peace of mind.

Performance Excellence
• CleanSweep®: Our enhanced patented wear layer offers best-in-class stain protection. 
• ToughGuard®: These are the most durable vinyl floors available, guaranteed not to rip, tear, gouge or

indent from normal household use, for the life of the warranty.
• Guaranteed Warranty Protection: Armstrong stands behind its products with one of the most

comprehensive warranties in the business. See vinyl tile warranty.
• Maintenance Products: Armstrong specially formulated cleaning aids keep your vinyl tile looking its best,

with no dulling film or chemicals that can damage your floor’s surface.

For more information 
visit armstrong.comThe ArmstrongTM Vinyl Tile Difference



Vinyl tile lets you mix it up! You can create unique looks using two different designs, a single 
design in two different colors, or a single design laid in different directions.TIP

D E S I G N

a) Protective wear layer: Urethane and other 
high-performance wear layers make the product 
easy to clean and resist scratches and scuffs. 

b) Protective clear film layer: Adds durability and
helps protect against rips, tears and gouges.

c) Printed design layer  

d) Vinyl tile backing: Adds structural strength
and durability.  

Vinyl Tile Flooring Construction

Great Value

Easy Installation

Install Anywhere in the Home

Wide Variety of Designs, Sizes and Shapes

Low Maintenance

Lower Life Expectancy

Seams Can Accumulate Dirt and Moisture

Gouging and Tearing 

Does Not Increase Home’s Value as
Much as Natural Products

•

•

•

•

Considerations

Pros
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Dove Gray 21025

Green/Brown  21181

Gunstock 27156

Black 25731Brown Multi 21166

SuncrestTM Sand A3501

Quick Reference 
Pros and Considerations a

b

c

d

•

•

•

•

•

Visit armstrong.com to see hundreds of vinyl tile products.



Ceramic

If you’re looking for a durable floor that will last for the life of your home, ceramic tile
deserves special consideration. This flooring favorite was invented more than 6000 years
ago, and tiles dating back to 4th century B.C. survive to this day! The array of tile colors
available today is very decorator-friendly and encourages custom design effects. Ceramic
tiles can be as small as a square inch, or as large as 2' x 2'. Tile shapes include square,
round, octagonal, and irregular or freeform. The design combinations are as endless as
your imagination. 

“I like ceramics in the warm weather climates.
They are so easy to care for. For me, the bigger
the better --- large squares and rectangles
always work well with my modern interiors.
Good quality flooring speaks for itself.”

Penelope Irwin
Interior Designer

Where Can I Use Ceramic?
While there have been a few innovations to make ceramic more durable, more affordable and
more attractive, ceramic has remained essentially the same over the centuries. Ceramic tile is
appropriate anywhere in the house; indoors or out; below, on, or above grade level.  

For more information visit armstrong.com/qa and view our complete flooring education guide.

Keep in Mind
• Compared to softer flooring materials, standing on ceramic can cause muscles to fatigue more quickly.
• Choose a tile that meets the needs of the space, including traffic levels and if the area is subject to

excessive moisture. 

28

Design
Considerations

Lifestyle &
Performance

Installation
Considerations

Budget 
Considerations

The Armstrong 
Difference



29BucknellTM: Briarwood CBK011313

A floor that will lastCeramic



Design Excellence
• Color extends across the entire tile surface. Armstrong uses rotocolor screening for edge-to-edge color

coverage. Some competitive tiles use silk-screening, which can create a “picture-frame” effect showing a
thin edge of the tile’s original color around the tile’s perimeter.

• Armstrong helps you take the guesswork out of creating a gorgeous room. Floor and wall tiles with
coordinating borders help you extend your design vision from the floor to the walls with confidence. 

Installation Excellence
• Armstrong specially formulated adhesives, grout and installation aids ensure a quality installation.
• For non-DIYer’s, Armstrong Certified Installers are highly trained professionals who stand behind their work,

for your peace of mind.

Performance Excellence
• Armstrong has the leading industry warranty to protect your installation, offering a 10-year warranty

on fading and stains. Many tile manufacturers offer no warranty at all. 

The ArmstrongTM Ceramic Difference
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For more information 
visit armstrong.com



By using different sizes and patterns of tile, you can create your own unique design. It isn’t 
difficult to create a border that follows the perimeter of the room, or a medallion in the center.TIP

D E S I G N

a) Glaze: Protective surface layer that adds 
color/design, stain protection, durability and 
maintenance ease to the tile.

b) Tile: Natural clays baked and hardened in a kiln.
The clay composition creates the tile's color; the 
baking process creates the tile's durability.

Ceramic Flooring Construction

Long Lasting

Low Maintenance

Virtually Unlimited Designs

Stands Up to High Traffic

Great Investment

Difficult to Install

May Chip or Crack

Hard, Unforgiving Surface 

Colder Perception

•

•

•

•

Considerations

Pros
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ScrollTM CSC01413

ThatchTM CAT011313

Shard MosaicTM CSH011212

GrottoTM CGR01313VerticalTM CVT01913

Noche CAC021616

Quick Reference 
Pros and Considerations

•

•

•

•

•

a

b

Visit armstrong.com to see a variety of ceramic products.



Linoleum

Genuine linoleum, not to be confused with vinyl, is a classic invented nearly 150 years ago.
Known for its vivid, saturated colors, linoleum is available in traditional marbled patterns, 
solid colors, contemporary flecked designs or graphic patterns. Linoleum is naturally 
beautiful, made from environmentally responsible materials that are biodegradable and 
anti-bacterial.

“Linoleum is great. It is so much warmer and
softer than stone or tile. I use it in bathrooms
because of its warmth, and in the kitchen
because china and glass have a much greater
chance of survival if dropped. It's also versatile,
because you can use different colors together
to make fabulous borders.”

Nina Campbell
Furniture, Fabric and Wallpaper 
Decorator / Designer

For more information visit armstrong.com/qa and view our complete flooring education guide.

Keep in Mind
• Never use harsh alkalis or high pH products such as ammonia to clean linoleum. 
• Natural linoleum needs to be protected by polish. The polish needs to be stripped and reapplied
mover the lifetime of the floor.

32

Where Can I Use Linoleum?
Linoleum has versatile properties that make it a natural choice for many rooms in your
home. It is extremely durable, making it a good choice for high traffic areas including
kitchens and hallways. It’s naturally anti-bacterial and hygienic, making it a great choice
for playrooms, bathrooms and kitchens. It can be used below, on and above grade levels,
for versatility in installation. Linoleum, like all smooth-surfaced flooring, is recommended
for people suffering from asthma or other respiratory ailments because it will not trap dirt,
moisture or other debris the way carpet fibers can.

Design
Considerations

Lifestyle &
Performance

Installation
Considerations

Budget 
Considerations

The Armstrong 
Difference



33MarmoretteTM: Aleutian Green 19044, Parchment Beige 19045, Silver Gray 19050

A modern classicLinoleum



Design Excellence
• We have a wide range of exciting patterns and colors ranging from hot pink to olive green.
• Armstrong linoleum patterns are color and design coordinated for decorating ease. 
• Our patterns range from traditional marbleized designs to contemporary flecks.  

Installation Excellence
• Multiple installation methods for options in design, durability and budget.
• Traditional heat-welding with color-coordinated weld rods. Rods can blend with the floor design,

or accent the seam line for dramatic design detail.
• Newer adhesive methods provide options for installed cost, design and durability. Our new

S-761 seam adhesive makes sealing a seam faster and easier, and results in a less visible seam.
• Armstrong specially formulated adhesives and seam sealers create a trouble-free installation.
• For non-DIYer’s, Armstrong Certified Installers are highly trained professionals who stand behind their work,

for your peace of mind.

Performance Excellence
• 100 years of experience.
• We stand behind our products, because Armstrong is the most trusted name in flooring.  
• Armstrong exclusive cleaning and polishing aids keep your linoleum floor looking its best.

The ArmstrongTM Linoleum Difference
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For more information 
visit armstrong.com



Linoleum is known for its vivid, saturated colors that are created with natural pigments.
Available in fun, bright colors and earth tones that highlight its organic qualities.TIP

D E S I G N

a) Wear layer: A homogeneous structure made 
from natural ingredients including linseed oil, wood
powder, pigments and limestone.

b) Backing layer: Woven jute bottom layer. 
It provides structural stability for the linoleum wear
layer, and assists with adhesive bonding 
to the subfloor.

Linoleum Flooring Construction

Natural Beauty

Long Lasting

Stands Up to Heavy Traffic

A Great Value

One of the “Greenest” Floors ---
Environmentally Preferred

Difficult to Install ---
Professional Installation Recommended

Requires Specific Maintenance & Polishing

Temporary Color Changes and Odor
(Dissipates when exposed to light and air)

•

•

•

Considerations

Pros
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Watermelon 19303

Bluebird 19049

Parrot Green 19000

Yellow Straw 19076Ember Orange 19088

Silver Mist 19055

Quick Reference 
Pros and Considerations

•

•

•

•

•

a

b

Visit armstrong.com to see a variety of linoleum products.



Natural beauty. Domestic and exotic species.
Variety of stains, gloss levels, edge details, widths and textures.  

Replicates look of natural materials.
Realistic images and texture. 

No natural material drawbacks.

Flooring Comparison Chart Solid Hardwood Engineered Hardwood Laminate

Appearance

OKAY CAUTION

Typical Warranties

Prefinished 
Structural Integrity:  Lifetime
Finish:  3 - 25 years

Site-finished
Warranty varies widely by installer.

Prefinished 
Structural Integrity:  Lifetime
Finish:  3 - 25 years

Wear, fading and staining: 20 years or more 
Moisture resistance from cleaners 
and spills: 20 years or more
Will not unlock at seams: 20 years or more

Life Expectancy Properly maintained floors may 
last a lifetime.

Properly maintained floors may 
last a lifetime.

Floors may last 15 - 30 years.

Child Friendly
CAUTION

Can scratch. Pooled liquids can damage
surface and warp boards. 

CAUTION

Can scratch. Pooled liquids can damage
surface and warp boards. 

CAUTION

Pooled liquids can damage flooring.

Pet Friendly
Can scratch. Pooled liquids can damage

surface and warp boards. 
Can scratch. Pooled liquids can damage

surface and warp boards. Pooled liquids can damage flooring.

Care & Maintenance
Sweep & mop occasionally with 

no-wax floor cleaner. Sand and refinish 
every 15 - 25 years.

Vacuum and mop occasionally with 
no-wax floor cleaner.  

No Glue Needed.

Interlocking floating construction: Tongue and
groove locking over wood, concrete or
existing floor (except carpet).

Installation Methods

Installation methods depend on:
• Floor Construction
• Subfloor Material

Nail, Staple or Glue.

3/4" Profile: Nail to wood.
5/16" Profile: Staple or glue to wood,
concrete or existing floor (except carpet).

Glue, Staple or Float.

Standard construction: Glue, staple or
float/glue to subfloor. 

Interlocking floating construction 
(no glue needed): Tongue and groove locking. 

Design Considerations

Lifestyle & Performance

Installation Considerations

CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION

Use caution when installing flooring in this environment.OK to install flooring in this environment.

Sweep & mop occasionally with no-wax floor
cleaner. Sand and refinish every 15 - 25 years. 

(If top layer 1/10" thick or more). 
Recoat with polyurethane as needed. 

(If top layer thinner than 1/10").
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Largest array of designs and colors — from natural materials to original graphic designs.
State-of-the-art embossing and texturing for superior imagery and feel. 

Tiles allow for easy mix-or-match decorating.

Vivid colors. Retro and modern designs.
Can be custom cut to create 

beautiful patterns.

Ceramic TileVinyl Sheet Vinyl Tile Linoleum

Glazed and unglazed.
Solid color and decorative tiles. A myriad 

of shapes and sizes. Easy to create custom
patterns: borders, insets, mosaics.

Better quality: Lifetime on manufacturing
defects and wear-through.

Plus: 5 - 20 years range against rips, tears,
gouges and stains.

Better quality: Lifetime on manufacturing
defects and wear-through.

Plus: 5 - 20 years range against rips, tears,
gouges and stains.

Better quality:
Fading and stains: 10 - 25 years 5 - 25 years

Floors may last 20 - 30 years. Floors may last 5 - 20 years. Properly maintained floors may 
last a lifetime.

Properly maintained floors may 
last a lifetime.

OKAY OKAY
CAUTION

Hard, unforgiving surface may bruise 
elbows and knees.

OKAY

OKAY OKAY OKAY OKAY

Sweep & mop with a vinyl floor cleaner. Sweep & mop with a vinyl floor cleaner. Sweep & mop with cleaner recommended 
by manufacturer.

Sweep & mop with a neutral pH 
floor cleaner. Polish needed approximately 

1 - 2 times a year to protect floor from 
stains and restore gloss. 

Glue

Felt: Full-spread or perimeter adhesive.
Fiberglass: Loose-lay, modified loose-lay 

or full-spread.

Glue

Full-spread adhesive. Seal seams with 
heat-welding or with adhesive.

Glue and Grout.

Mortar or adhesive spread with a notched
trowel below the tile. Fill spaces with grout
after tile is laid in place.  

Glue

Glueless tile: Adhesive tabs or spray adhesive.
Peel ‘n stick tile: Self-adhesive —

no glue needed.
Full spread tile (Also known as Luxury 
Vinyl Tile): Adhesive needed. 
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Flooring Comparison Chart Solid Hardwood Engineered Hardwood Laminate

On or Above Grade.

Can install below grade only in very dry
regions of the country.

Below, On or Above Grade.

Some have underlayment attached; others 
require a rolled out underlayment.

DIY Rating
(On a scale of 1 to 5;1 is easiest)

Full Bathroom Installation
(Bathroom with sink, toilet and 
bathing facilities)

CAUTION

Sensitive to humidity fluctuations 
and pooling liquid.

CAUTION

Sensitive to humidity fluctuations 
and pooling liquid.

CAUTION

Sensitive to pooling liquids. 
Must glue seams. 

Half Bathroom Installation CAUTION

Sensitive to pooling liquid. 

CAUTION

Sensitive to pooling liquid. 

CAUTION

Sensitive to pooling liquid. 
Must glue seams.

Grade Levels & 
Special Requirements Below, On or Above Grade.

3/4" Profile, with nails.

5/16" Profile, with glue or staples.

4
3

Standard with glue or staples.

Standard floated with glue.

Interlocking floating, no glue.

3
3
2

Interlocking floating, no glue.
(Requires more patience than skill).

2

STOP

Floor may buckle or warp with fluctuations 
in moisture level.

OKAYOKAY

Material Cost (sq. ft.)
$3.29 - $14.00

3/4" thick:  $3.39 - $14.00
5/16" thick:  $3.29 - $4.99

$2.59 - $14.00
1/4" to 3/4" thick $0.99 - $6.00

Prefinished:  $2.00 - $4.00
Site-finished:  $6.00 - $8.00

Prefinished:  $2.75 - $3.50
Site-finished:  Add $3.00 - $4.00

$1.00 - $4.50 
Includes underlayment

Increases Perceived
Home Value OKAY OKAY

CAUTION

Does not add as much value as 
natural materials.

DIY: Do it yourself rating Easy Hard

Budget Considerations

Below Grade Installation
(Basement)

Installation Considerations Continued

Installation Cost (sq. ft.)
These costs can vary greatly, based on regional
labor and materials costs, and subfloor prep
needs. Contact an Armstrong Certified Installer 
for an accurate installed cost estimate.
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Ceramic TileVinyl Sheet Vinyl Tile Linoleum

Below, On or Above Grade.
Below, On or Above Grade.

Luxury vinyl tile cannot be installed 
over resilient flooring.

Below, On or Above Grade.
Below, On or Above Grade.

Concrete must have low moisture emission 
rate and neutral pH.

Felt:  Full-spread or perimeter bond.

Fiberglass:  Full-spread.

Fiberglass:  Loose-lay or modified loose-lay.

Requires skill, patience, special tools,
adhesive and grout.

Requires skill and special tools.  
Professional installation recommended.

OKAY OKAY

OKAY OKAY OKAY OKAY

4
4
3

1
1
3

5 5

CAUTION
The installation adhesive is water-soluble. 

Do not overexpose tile to water.

Glueless:  Adhesive tabs or spray adhesive.

Peel ‘n Stick:  Self Adhesive, no glue needed.

Full-Spread (Luxury Vinyl Tile):  Glue needed.

OKAY

OKAY OKAY OKAY

$0.49 -  $4.99 $0.29 - $4.00 $0.75 - $14.00
$2.00 - $3.00 sq. ft.

Converts to $28.00 - $40.00 sq. yd. 

$0.75 - $2.00
Expect to pay more for full-spread

installations.

$0.75 - $2.00
Expect to pay more for
professional installation.

$2.00 - $6.00 $5.00 - $7.00

CAUTION

Does not add as much value as natural materials.
OKAY

CAUTION
Does not add as much value as stone, 

ceramic or hardwood. 

CAUTION
Concrete must have low moisture 

emission rate and neutral pH.

OKAY CAUTION STOP Do not install flooring in this environment.Use caution when installing flooring in this environment.OK to install flooring in this environment. 39



Flooring
Buyers Guide

The Armstrong name is known and trusted the world over for consistent quality, innovative designs and incredibly satisfied
customers. And most important to today’s shoppers, Armstrong has an exciting array of flooring for every home and every
personality. Everything from vinyl sheet to laminate, from linoleum to ceramic, and from vinyl tile to hardwood. 
Let us help you find the perfect flooring that will turn your ideas into reality.

All trademarks are owned by AWI Licensing Company.  
FloorScoreTM  is a trademark of the Resilient Floor Covering Institute.
NOTE:  Due to printing limitations, colors pictured cannot be guaranteed to match actual flooring materials.  
Printed in the United States of America. © 2006 AWI Licensing Company. www.armstrong.com

F-7670-806

Hardwood • Laminate • Vinyl Sheet

Vinyl Tile • Ceramic • Linoleum

ArmstrongTM Hardwood Flooring - Century FarmTM Hand-Sculpted Collection Cherry: Bronze GCC452BZLG

Additional Resources
American Hardwood Information Center 
www.hardwood.org 

International Certified Floorcovering Installers Association 
www.cfiinstallers.com 

The Resilient Floor Covering Institute 
www.rfci.com 

World Floor Covering Association 
www.wfca.org 
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